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Art Project: Birthday Funeral Procession  

 

The Death Project in / for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 7.13.18 

tag[s]: death art & trash art, and homeless/housing rights 

 

on: 07.12.18 

dedicated: to donater & donaters et al  

The empty birthday tissue box sprayed with scenter; lined roughly with current relevant meeting 

material; theme: such as; meat. ; cited: respite meeting material [reminders] 

While recovering from surgery; theme: looks a cup in art-form: photograph; at this point; anyhow; 

theme; such as gift-wrapping in practice. Hammocks carried covered in sleeping straw; sprayed with 
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cited dry shampoo; correlating to difficulty with hair coiling to dreading while homeless on-the-street 

[hint help: recently chopped hair.] Notice the mist of d.s. Stuff in box. Cover with tissue as donated so 

box art can be still witnessed; a way to “bandage” [[wrap]] trauma. Use donated injury tape; for former 

injury connected to surgery recovery to secure roughly tissue box. Seat on plastic platform a sentiment 

to childhood militia [plastic] and more visible though covering of trauma. Spray with scent and lotion 

materials & litter with notecard torn. Cited: [that scene] from cited: love actually. Rub in roughly to 

create “quality”; after rip up & recording find a way to tie; and trash. The beginning of the cited: metta, 

urn [all pictures not included due to the f.b. and his/her “crew” harassing me on my property. [huh]] 
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To do some more of the urn part: saved paper towels & shaving cream [cited brand] after a major 

spraying of shaving cream; and a repeated rubbing; the 2nd; beginning of a modern [cited: metta] urn  

[See card description] 

cited: voicethread, slide 46 

https://voicethread.com/myvoice/thread/8849244/65162272 
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Aside: dealing with the nonsense; wish it were nonsense 

The fat bitch on my property illegally under wayne stone’s false order; a side disturbance who won’t let 

any work get done; and confesses to posing as a police officer; i.e. is a fake police officer in at least/for 

sjpd.  

Jeez; is Wayne Stone leader of the c.i.a. or is it? The more obvious, person; uh, me. Uh, since birth.  

 

This is also a federal/domestic-international report on the following: g.c. , Trinidad/Mathew, ria-reah or 

however that enemy proponent spells name [also using name/initials y.t.], and the person posing as “c-y” 

in especially the homeless, lgbtiq, mental illness based on diagnosis only [false diagnosis included], and 

recovering drug addiction populations;  these named perpetrators are as severe perpetrators of unjust 

violence and such including false arrest/imprisonment to these populations,  

This includes these people [yes, digitally changing and stealing others’ images] and posing as police 

officers and other militia members [i.e. they are fakes and a danger to …]  She also attempted to [what 

does this mean] digitally steal my phone charge[r], can you believe it.  
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